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ABSTRACT
Context. Massive clusters are more often found in actively star forming galaxies than in quiescent ones, similar to the Milky Way.
Aims. We have carried out an extensive survey of obscured Milky Way clusters to determine whether our Galaxy is still forming such objects.
Methods. Near-infrared spectral classification of some probable cluster members was used to derive the distances to the cluster candidates.
Isochrone analysis of deep near-infrared color-magnitude diagrams allowed us to obtain age and mass estimates.
Results. We report the physical parameters of three cluster candidates:
RCW 87 is ∼25 Myr old, located at a distance of D∼7.6 Kpc in the general direction of the Galactic center. Adding the mass of the suspected
cluster members we obtain an estimated total cluster mass of ∼10300M⊙. The mid-infrared photometry indicates that some next-generation star
formation is on-going in the associated H II region, probably triggered by supernovae or stellar wind from the older stars in RCW 87.
The brightest member of [BDSB2003] 164 is an O5 V type star, based on our spectroscopy. This limits the cluster age to less than a few million
years. The estimated total mass is ∼1760 M⊙ and the distance is D∼3.2 Kpc.
[DBSB2003] 172 lacks central concentration and most likely this is not a cluster but an extended star forming region.
Conclusions. The high mass of RCW 87 – if confirmed – puts this object in line with Arches and Quintuplet, among the most young massive
clusters in the Galaxy. Further study is necessary to confirm this important result.
Key words. Galaxy: open clusters and associations: general– Infrared: general
1. Introduction
Recent all-sky near-infrared (IR) surveys (2 MASS, Skrutskie
et al. 1997; DENIS, Epchtein et al. 1997; GLIMPSE, Benjamin
et al. 2003) made it possible to carry out uniform census of
highly obscured Milky Way clusters. However, as a rule, the
determination of the physical parameters of these objects re-
quires better-quality data than the ones the surveys can offer.
This motivated us to carry out follow up observations to derive
the cluster parameters. Our target list was selected from the
2 MASS Point Source Catalog (Ivanov et al. 2002, Borissova
et al. 2003) and from the cluster candidate catalogues of Bica
Send offprint requests to: Borissova
⋆ Based on observations collected with the 6.5m Magellan Baade
telescope, Las Campanas Observatory and NTT, ESO, La Silla.
et al. (2003a,b) and Dutra et al. (2003). The detailed stud-
ies of about two dozen objects are reported in Borissova et
al. (2005) and Ivanov et al. (2005). They all are young (typi-
cally 7-10 Myr) and significantly smaller (≤5000 M⊙) than the
Galactic globular clusters and than the most massive young
clusters known (Arches & Quintuplet), indicating that the for-
mation of massive young clusters is not a common event in the
present-day Milky Way.
In this paper we report high angular resolution deep near-
IR imaging and spectroscopy of three more star cluster candi-
dates. The next section describes the data and the third section
discusses the confirmed clusters in detail. The last section is a
summary of the results.
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Fig. 1. The KS -band image of RCW 87 - Field 1. The field of
view is 2.1×2.1 arcmin. North is up, and East is to the left.
Fig. 2. The KS -band image of RCW 87 - Field 2. See Fig. 1 for
details.
2. Observations and data reduction
The imaging observations were carried out with the PANIC
(Persson’s Auxiliary Nasmyth Infrared Camera) near-IR im-
ager on the 6.5-meter Baade telescope at the Las Campanas
Observatory. The instrument uses a 1024×1024 HgCdTe
Hawaii detector array. The scale is 0.125 arcsec pixel−1, giv-
ing a total field of view of 2.1×2.1 arcmin. The observing
log is given in Table 1. The observing strategy is described in
Borissova et al. (2005).
The stellar photometry of the final images was carried out
with ALLSTAR in DAOPHOT II (Stetson 1993). We consid-
ered only stars with DAOPHOT errors less than 0.2 mag. The
median averaged internal photometric errors are 0.03 ± 0.02
for the J, H, KS stars brighter than 17 mag and 0.07 ± 0.04
for the fainter ones. We added to the errors in quadrature an
extra observational uncertainty of ∼0.03 mag due to the sky
background variations. We replaced the brightest stars (usually
with KS<12 mag), that were saturated on our images, with the
2 MASS measurements.
The weather conditions were nonphotometric (typical see-
ing 1-1.2 arcsec) during all our observing runs, forcing us to
calibrate the data by comparing our instrumental magnitudes
with the 2 MASS magnitudes of 10-25 stars per image, depend-
ing on the field crowding and the band. The standard error val-
ues for the coefficients are less than 0.03 for the zero-point and
less than 0.02 for the colour term. Our conservative estimate of
the total external errors of our photometry is 0.04-0.05 mag.
3. [BDB2003] 0320.15+00.79 or RCW 87
The IR star cluster candidate RCW 87 was selected from
the Bica et al. (2003a) catalog. It is surrounded by CH87
320.153+0.780 (RCW 87) H II region (Rodgers et al. 1960).
Caswell & Haynes (1987) measured a radial velocity
Vr=−36.0±1 km/s from the H2CO and based on a Galaxy
rotation model they determine a distance between 2.5 and
12.9 kpc, giving preference to the smaller value. Later, Simpson
& Rubin (1990) measured the luminosity of the H II region
L/L⊙=2.4×104 from an improved Galactic rotation model.
3.1. Near-IR JKS imaging
We covered RCW 87 with two overlapping pointings. The KS
images are shown on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. A pseudo-true colour
image is shown in Fig. 3.
We used the common stars on the two pointings to estimate
the errors of our photometry. The difference versus the mean
value plots for the KS -band and the J−KS colour are shown in
Fig. 4. The r.m.s. for the KS -band is 0.02 mag, and 0.06 mag for
the colour, with a small systematic trend. Thus, we transformed
Fig. 3. The pseudo-true colour image of RCW 87. The field of
view is ∼3.8×2.1 arcmin. North is up, and East is to the left.
Blue corresponds to J-band, green is the average of the J and
KS images, and red is the KS band.
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Fig. 4. The mean value versus difference in the measurements
of the Ks magnitude and J − Ks colours of the common stars
between two observed fields of RCW 87.
the (J−KS ) of the first field to the second one with the equation:
(J−KS )Field 2=−0.214+1.17*(J−KS )Field 1. We attribute the dif-
ference to the changing weather conditions during the observa-
tions.
Our final photometry list contains 1471 stars. The three
brightest stars in the field are saturated on our images
and their magnitudes were taken from the 2 MASS Point
Source Catalog. The KS versus J−KS colour-magnitude
diagram (CMD) of all stars is shown in Fig. 5 (left). We
also observed a comparison field for back-/foreground
subtraction with the same integration time and field of
view, at RA=15:05:14.3 and DEC=−57:28:8.7 (J2000).
The CMD of that field is also shown on Fig. 5 (right). As
can be seen, the field stars have J−KS<1.5 mag, while the
cluster stars occupy the region 1.5<J−KS<3.0 mag. There
are also stars with strong IR excess at J−KS>3.0 mag.
One of the three brightest stars at RA=15:05:20.566
and DEC=−57:30:57.5 (J2000) has J−KS=1.08 mag
and KS=8.57 mag and it is obviously a field star, while
the others at RA=15:05:25.04 and DEC=−57:30:55.96,
and RA=15:05:16.9, DEC=−57:30:05.67 (J2000) have
J−KS=6.06 mag, KS=7.89 mag and J−KS=7.73 mag,
KS=8.87 mag, respectively, and are the reddest stars in
the CMD. We statistically decontaminated the cluster CMD
from the field population using the comparison field, leaving
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Table 1. Parameters of the cluster candidates and the log of observations.
ID R.A. Dec. l b Filter Exposure Date
(J2000.0) sec Observ.
RCW 87 15 05 20.0 −57 31 15 320.15 0.79 J, KS 300 25.06.2004
[DBSB2003] 172 16 41 10.0 −47 07 27 337.92 −0.47 H, KS 300 25.06.2004
[BDSB2003] 164 17 25 32.0 −36 21 58 351.47 −0.46 J, H, KS 300 25.06.2004
Fig. 5. Left panel: The KS versus J−KS CMD of RCW 87. All
stars in our photometry list are shown with solid dots. The
unreddened Main Sequence (Schmidt-Kaler 1982) is drawn
with a solid line, and with dashed line for reddening corre-
sponding to E(B−V)=3.4 mag or AV=10.9 mag. The reddening
vectors for O5 V and B0 V stars are also shown. A distance
modulus of (m−M)0=17.42 mag was adopted (see the text).
Right panel: The KS versus J−KS CMD for the comparison
field.
only 1121 probable cluster members. The details of the
procedure are given in Borissova et al. (2005).
To determine the boundaries of the cluster we performed
direct star counting, assuming spherical symmetry. Since the
field of view of Panic covers the object only partially, we used
the 2 MASS photometry within 10 arcmin from the cluster cen-
ter. The cluster boundary was defined as the point of the profile
where the excess density becomes twice the standard deviation
of the surface density of the surrounding field. This yields a
radius of 2.5 arcmin. Fig. 6 shows the projected Ks band star
number density (number of stars per sq. arcmin) as a function
of the radius. The depression near the cluster center is due to
crowding in the 2 MASS.
3.2. Near-IR Spectroscopy
Near-IR spectra in the K atmospheric window of three stars
(marked with squares in Fig. 5) in the field of RCW 87 were
obtained with SofI at the ESO NTT. We used a grism yielding
a resolution R∼2200 over λλ 2.10-2.35µm range, and 1 arcsec
wide slit. The observations were made with nodding between
two positions along the slit. The poor weather conditions made
it possible to use only three images of 120 sec integration each.
The data were reduced in the typical manner: sky subtraction,
extraction of 1-dimensional spectra, wavelength calibration, di-
vision by a telluric standard (HIP 78169, G1 V) and removal of
the artificial emission lines created by the telluric (Maiolino et
al. 1996).
The spectrum of the brightest star (RA=15:05:22,
DEC=−57:31:27, J2000) is plotted on Fig. 7. Since there is no
clear scheme for spectral classification of red stars in the near-
IR we simply cross-correlated the spectrum with the red stars
in the spectral library of Ivanov et al. (2004). The best fit was
obtained for a K0.5 II star. Note that metallicity effects are not
taken into account, and the comparison with other spectra in-
dicated that the error of the spectral type determination is three
sub-types.
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Fig. 6. Radial profile of RCW 87. The projected Ks star number
density (number of stars per square arcmin) is plotted versus
the radius fro the cluster center. The bars show the 3σ Poisson
uncertainties. The arrow indicates the determined 2.5 arcmin
cluster radius.
The comparison between the observed and the in-
trinsic colours, and the apparent and absolute magni-
tudes for the K0 supergiant – (J−K)0=0.58 mag and
Mk=−4.66 mag from Koornneef (1983) – yields: reddening of
E(J−KS )=1.98 mag or E(B−V)=3.41 mag and distance mod-
ulus of (m−M)0=17.42 mag (D=7.6 Kpc). These values were
used to plot the unreddened main sequence from Schmidt-
Kaler (1982) on the CMD shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the
main sequence stars form a well-defined locus and the brightest
cluster members are evolved red supergiants.
The two other spectra of fainter stars that fell in the slit
serendipitously were disregarded because they had insufficient
signal-to-noise for spectral classification.
We estimate the age of the cluster by comparison with
isochrones from the Padova stellar library (Bonatto et al.
2004), which provided theoretical isochrones computed for the
2 MASS photometric system. We used the distance and the red-
dening listed above and solar metallicity. The best fit favors a
cluster age between 20 and 25 Myr (Fig. 8).
The total cluster mass was calculated as described in
Borissova et al (2003): we adopted the 20 Myr isochrone, and
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Fig. 7. The K spectrum of the star at RA=15:05:22,
DEC=−57:31:27 (J2000) star in RCW 87. The reference spec-
trum for K0.5 II star from Ivanov et al. (2004) is overplotted
with a dashed line.
Fig. 8. The decontaminated MK , (J−KS )0 colour magnitude
diagram of RCW 87 with superimposed isochrones from the
Padua library (Bonatto et al. 2004).
counted cluster stars between reddening lines originating from
positions on the isochrone for different initial masses. The mass
interval is relatively narrow: from 4.5 to 11 solar masses, so we
refrain from determining the initial mass function slope. The
minimal total cluster mass, equal to the sum of the masses of
suspected cluster members is ∼10300 solar masses.
Given the nature of our distance estimate we cannot obtain
a formal error estimate but taking into account the difference
in the luminosity of stars with the nearest spectral classes, we
tentatively assume that our distance has 20% uncertainty. This
corresponds to about 300 M⊙ variation in the total cluster mass.
3.3. Mid-IR imaging
We used the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm observations of RCW 87
obtained with the Infrared-Array Camera on the Spitzer Space
Telescope as a part of the Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-
Plane Survey Extraordinaire (hereafter GLIMPSE; Benjamin
et al. 2003) to search for pre-main sequence cluster mem-
bers. Wilking & Lada (1983) developed a classification scheme
of young stellar objects based on the slope of their mid-IR
Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs). Later, it was placed in
an evolutionary context by Adams et al. (1987) who modeled
the SEDs as stars surrounded by dusty disks and envelopes. The
comparison of these models with the observed SEDs suggested
Fig. 9. The [3.6]-band image of RCW 87. The field of view is
5.0×5.0 arcmin. North is up, and East is to the left. Probable
cluster members within radius 2.5 arcmin are marked with
squares.
Fig. 10. The [[3.6],[4.5] and [5.8] (shown in blue, green and
red, respectively) true colour image of RCW 87. The field of
view is 5.0×5.0 arcmin. North is up, and East is to the left.
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Fig. 11. Mid-IR colour-magnitude and colour-colour diagrams
for RCW 87. Probable cluster members (stars within 2.5 arcmin
from the cluster center) are plotted with open red circles, com-
parison field stars are shown as solid asterisks. The arrows are
the reddening vectors for AV=11 mag (Fitzpatrick 1999). The
box marks the location of Class II objects (Allen et al. 2004).
Class I objects are above and to the right of the square.
that the Class I objects are protostars with infalling envelopes,
and Class II objects are stars with disks. Class III objects have
the SEDs of stellar photospheres. The three classes form an
evolutionary sequence, with young stars evolving from Class I
to Class II and finally to Class III objects (Kenyon & Hartmann
1995).
The cluster is clearly visible on [3.6] and [4.5] µm, while
the other bands are dominated by dust emission (see Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10). In total, 171 stars within radius 2.5 arcmin around the
cluster center have at least one mid-IR measurement (marked
with squares on Fig. 9). The [4.5], [3.6-4.5] colour magni-
tude diagram and [5.8-8.0], [3.6-4.5] colour-colour diagram
are shown in Fig. 11. Most RCW 87 stars that cluster around
[3.6]−[4.5]=0mag and [5.8]−[8.0]=0mag appear to be field
stars or Class III sources, with no intrinsic IR excess. We iden-
tified three Class II objects and two Class I objects.
4. [BDSB2003] 164
The IR star cluster candidate [BDSB2003] 164 (Fig. 12) was
selected from Bica et al. (2003b). It is located in a crowded
field, and it is surrounded by an H II region IRAS 17221-
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Fig. 12. The true colour image of [BDSB2003] 164. The field
of view is 2.1×2.1 arcmin. North is up, and East is to the left.
3619. Peeters et al. (2002) measured a radial velocity of
−21.0 km s−1 from IR recombination lines. They derived a dis-
tance of 3.4 Kpc and a luminosity of L/L⊙=7.52×104.
The object is practically invisible on the J-band images, but
the overdensity on the H and Ks-bands is obvious. Based on the
Ks profile we adopted a radius of 0.3 arcmin. The KS versus
H−KS colour-magnitude diagram of all stars in our field (2785
stars) is shown in Fig. 13, left panel. To obtain an estimate
of the fore- and background contamination we define a non-
cluster region, with radius greater than 0.7 arcmin and an area
equal to that of the cluster. The stars within the adopted cluster
radius are shown with open red circles, while the comparison
field stars are plotted as black asterisks. The brightest stars are
saturated and their magnitudes are taken from 2 MASS (shown
in Fig. 13 as triangles). Most of the field stars in the CMD have
H−KS<1.0 mag, while the stars within a 0.3 arcmin radius are
located between 1.5<H−KS<3.0 mag. The (H−Ks) vs. (J−H)
colour-colour diagram is plotted on the right panel. Two red-
dening vectors for Av = 20, encompassing the main sequence
locus, are drawn as arrows on the colour-colour diagram. The
unreddened Main Sequence (Schmidt-Kaler 1982) is shown as
a solid line. We used the absorption ratios from Bessell et al.
(1998). The colour-colour diagram reveals the severe and vari-
able extinction – almost half of the stars are reddened main-
sequence stars. Some stars with strong IR excess and probably
pre-main sequence stars. After statistically cleaning the clus-
ter CMD by removing from the cluster colour-magnitude dia-
gram as many stars as there are present on the “field” colour-
magnitude diagram, we selected 74 probable cluster members.
The reduced NTT spectrum of the star with coordinates:
RA=17:25:32 and DEC=−36:21:50 is plotted in Fig. 14. The
star is marked with a square on the colour magnitude dia-
gram and lies away from the locus of the main sequence stars.
In the true colour image, however we can see that it is in
the middle of the cluster and probably is its brightest clus-
ter member. To obtain the spectral type we compared our
spectrum with the stellar library of Pickles (1998). The H-
(Fig. 14, left) and K-band (Fig. 14, right) spectra of O5 V,
O9 V and B0 V from this library are shown in the first three
positions, followed by the program star and spectrum of the
sky. Most likely the target star belongs to the O5 V – 09 V
sub-class. The intrinsic IR colour and the absolute magnitudes
for O5 V and O9 V stars are: (H−KS )0=−0.05, Mk=−4.79 mag,
and (H−KS )0=−0.04, Mk=−3.63 mag (Schmidt-Kaler 1982),
respectively. If the stellar type is O9 V, the calculated redden-
ing and distance are E(B−V)=5.72 and (m−M)0=11.32 mag
(D=1.9 Kpc), much smaller than the distance of D=3.4 Kpc
to the H region (Peeters et al. 2002). Assuming O5 V type
leads to E(B−V)=5.76 and (m−M)0=12.53 mag (D=3.2 Kpc),
fully comparable with the those for the H II region. However,
plotting in Fig. 13 the reddened main sequence of Schmidt-
Kaler (1982) shows that the low luminosity cluster members
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Fig. 13. Left panel: The KS versus H−KS colour-magnitude
diagram of [BDSB2003] 164. Right panel: The H−KS ver-
sus J−H colour-colour diagram. Probable cluster members are
plotted with open red circles, while comparison field stars are
shown as black asterisks. The triangles represent stars from
2 MASS catalog. The blue square show the star for which
we have spectra. The unreddened Main Sequence (Schmidt-
Kaler 1982) is shown with a solid line, arrows are redden-
ing vectors for AV=18.43 mag. With a dashed line are shown
Main Sequences for different reddening values, corresponding
to E(B−V)=5.76, E(B−V)=8.70, and E(B−V)=11.74mag.
are redder than expected. Most likely this is due to differen-
tial reddening – the strong wind of the O star has cleared the
dust from its immediate surroundings while low mass stars are
still dust-embedded. Therefore, we adopted for the rest of the
cluster E(B−V)=8.70 mag.
Adopting the 1 Myr isochrone we derived a minimal to-
tal cluster mass, comprised of the mass of suspected cluster
members of 70 solar masses. An integration of the extrapolated
power-law IMF fit down to 0.08 M⊙ yields a total mass of 1760
M⊙ which should be considered as an upper limit.
5. [DBSB2003] 172
The IR star cluster candidate [DBSB2003] 172 was selected
from Dutra et al. (2003). It is surrounded by the H II region
GAL337.9-00.5 with a kinematical distance from the Sun of
3.0 Kpc and a galactocentric radius of 5.8 Kpc (Giveon et al.
2002).
The KS band image of our fields is shown in Fig. 15 and the
KS versus H−KS colour-magnitude diagram of all 3564 stars in
our photometry list is shown in Fig. 16. The unreddened Main
Sequence (Schmidt-Kaler 1982) is plotted with a solid line, and
with dashed lines for different reddening values, corresponding
to E(B−V)=2.0 and E(B−V)=4 mag. The reddening vectors for
B0 V and B5 V stars are also shown, for AV=17.6 mag. The
(m − M)0=12.39 mag is adopted from Giveon et al. (2002).
There is no overdensity of stars on our 300 sec images.
The colour-magnitude diagram shows fore/background stars
visible around H−KS=0.5 mag and reddened Main Sequence
stars with AV=6.4 mag in the region between H−KS=1.5 and
2.5 mag. There are 23 stars with H−KS>2.5 mag. They are
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Fig. 14. The IR spectrum of the RA=17:25:32 and
DEC=−36:21:50 star. The H- (left) and K-band (right)
spectra of O5 V, O9 V and B0 V from the Pickles (1998)
library are shown in the first three positions, followed by the
program star and spectrum of the sky.
Fig. 15. The KS -band image of [DBSB2003] 172. The field of
view is 2.1×2.1 arcmin. North is up, and East is to the left.
Fig. 16. The KS versus H−KS colour-magnitude diagram of
[DBSB2003] 172. The unreddened Main Sequence (Schmidt-
Kaler 1982) is shown with a solid line, and with dashed
lines for different reddening values, corresponding to E(B −
V)=2.0, and E(B − V)=4 mag. The reddening vectors for B0 V
and B5 V stars are also shown, for AV=17.6 mag. The (m −
M)0=12.39 mag is adopted from Giveon et al. (2002).
Fig. 17. The [[3.6], [4.5] and [5.8] true colour image of
[DBSB2003] 172. The field of view is ∼5.0×5.0 arcmin. North
is up, and East is to the left.
overplotted on Fig. 15 and closely follow the morphology of
the gas.
Thus, [DBSB2003] 172 shows only a weak concentration
of red stars, associated with the H II region and most likely this
is an extended star forming region.
Mid-IR 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0µm imaging of
[DBSB2003] 172 is available from the Spitzer Space
Telescope. A [3.6], [5.8] and [8.0] µm true colour image
is shown on Fig. 17. Again, there is no obvious centrally
concentrated overdensity of the stars.
The mid-IR photometry of stars within a 5 arcmin ra-
dius around [DBSB2003] 172 is shown in Fig. 18. The [4.5]
vs [3.6]−[4.5] colour-magnitude diagram is shown in the top
Fig. 18. [DBSB2003] 172 in the mid-IR. Top left: The [4.5]
versus [3.6]−[4.5] colour-magnitude diagram. Top right:
The [4.5]−[5.8] versus [3.6]−[4.5] colour-colour diagram.
Bottom left and bottom right panels show [5.8]−[8.0] versus
[4.5]−[5.8] and [5.8]−[8.0] vs [3.6]−[4.5] colour-colours di-
agrams. The arrows indicate AV=30 mag reddening vectors
(Fitzpatrick 1999). The box marks the location of Class II ob-
jects as defined in Allen et al. (2004).
left panel, the [4.5]−[5.8] versus [3.6]−[4.5],[5.8]−[8.0] versus
[4.5]−[5.8] and [5.8]−[8.0] versus [3.6]−[4.5] colour-colours
diagrams are shown in the other panels. Most of the stars
cluster around [3.6]−[4.5]=0 and [5.8]−[8.0]=0 and are back-
ground/foreground stars or Class III sources with no intrin-
sic IR excess. Fifteen stars have 0.0<[3.6]−[4.5]<0.8 and
0.4<[5.8]−[8.0]<1.1 and therefore they are Class II pre-main
sequence objects (Allen et al. 2004). There are also three ob-
jects, that can be attributed to Class I. All sources mentioned
are located outside the field of view of our near-IR observa-
tions.
6. Summary
We report photometric and spectroscopic observations of three
embedded cluster candidates located in the general direc-
tion of the Galactic Center. Two of them – RCW 87 and
[BDSB2003] 164 – are genuine clusters, while [DBS2003] 172
is probably an extended star forming region.
Our deep J and KS images indicate that RCW 87 is a
dense stellar cluster with a radius of ∼2.5 arcmin. The K-
band spectrum of the brightest cluster member identifies it
as a K0.5 II supergiant, yelding E(B−V)=3.4, AV=10.9, and
(m − M)0=17.42 mag (D=7.6 kpc). The cluster age is between
20 and 25 Myr and its brightest members have already evolved
into red supergiants. The isochrone analysis indicated that the
cluster is massive – the total mass of the detected cluster mem-
bers is 10300 solar masses, in the range of the most massive
known young clusters in the Milky Way. Further analysis of
this object is necessary to confirm this interesting result. The
mid-IR photometry from the Spitzer Space Telescope shows the
presence of at least five Class I and II proto-stellar objects in-
dicating that some triggered star formation in the H II region is
still going on in the vicinity of this cluster.
The cluster candidate [BDSB2003] 164 is a small star clus-
ter with only 74 probable members within a 0.3 arcmin radius.
The brightest cluster star is identified as an O5 main sequence
star, based on our IR spectrum. We calculated a distance mod-
ulus of (m − M)0=12.53 mag (R=3.2 kpc) and reddening of
E(B−V)=8.7 mag. The mass of the detected cluster members is
∼70 solar masses and an upper mass limit of 1760 solar masses
is estimated.
The deep J, H and KS images show no concentration of
stars outlining a cluster for the [DBSB2003] 172 cluster candi-
date. The stars with the reddest colours follow closely the mor-
phology of the gas. On the other hand, the mid-IR photometry
shows active on-going star formation in the H II region.
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